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A Manuscript Reconstruction of the Old English Riddles
Part II : Folios 122v〜123r, 124v〜130v
Gregory K. JEMBER
The first part of this manuscript reconstruction was published in this journal (Volume 14, Number 2,
pages 189-219) in January 2010. This second and final part is identical in plan and format to the first.
Specifically, each page of printed text represents one manuscript page, but since this text is a
reconstruction and not a facsimile, it does differ from the original in a number of ways :
１．Left and right margins are justified.
２．Initial capitals are printed entirely in the margins.
３．Spacing is relative.
４．Minor variations in the style and size of letters are not recorded.
５．Letters that are only partially visible are not printed.
The text is based uponThe Exeter DVD, The Exeter Anthology of Old English Poetry, edited by Bernard
J.Muirwith software by Nick Kennedy, and published by the University of Exeter Press (2006). The fonts
used in this reconstruction includeBeowulf,Junicode,andAnglo-Saxon Caps.Since nospell
checkeris available for Old English manuscript forms, it is possible, indeed likely, that I have
inadvertently introduced some new scribalerrors to the text, and for that I apologize in advance.
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